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ABSTRACT

A spherical shell model is used to study ion transport and bias voltage formation in asymmetric,

capacitive r.f. discharges, which have unequal areas A and glow-to-electrode voltages V at the powered

(a) and grounded (b) electrodes. Ions are generated by thermal electron ionization and are lost by

ambipolar diffusion in the glow. Resonant charge transfer with a constant cross section is assumed to

dominate the ion transport We obtain the density ratio scaling njnb «= (AbIAa)ir2A, where n is the

density at the glow-sheath edge. Three electrode sheath models are considered: collisionless (Child's

law), collisional (Cobine's law), and a constant cross section collisional law. Using these and the con

tinuity of the r.f. current flow, we obtain the scaling of the electrode voltage ratio with the electrode

area ratio: VJVb «= {AbIAa)q. For typical r.f. materials processing discharges, the constant cross section

law yields q =2.21. The effects of secondary electron ionization and local ionization near the sheaths

due to stochastic heating are shown to further reduce the value of q.



I. INTRODUCTION

Capacitive, radio frequency (r.f.) discharges are widely used for materials processing in the elec

tronics industry. Typical discharge parameters are pressure p ~ 10-300 mTorr, ca/2rc = 13.56 MHz, vol

tage Vrf ~ 50-1000 V, and electrode spacing / =3-10 cm. The discharges are generally asymmetric;

ie, the r.f. powered electrode a and the grounded electrode b have different areas, with Aa typically

less than Ab. Although many phenomena occurring in these discharges have been studied during the

last years1""16, there have been few studies of the discharge asymmetry. This asymmetry determines the

magnitude of the self-bias voltage Va (the ion bombarding energy) at the powered electrode, which is a

critical parameter for VLSI processing. A simple collisionless discharge model1 yields the scaling

VJVb = (AbtAa)4* contrary to measurements1"2,15"16 that indicate a much weaker dependence of VJVb

on the area ratio.

For capacitive discharges, almost all the applied r.f. voltage is dropped across thin sheaths, having

thicknesses sa and sbt at the powered and grounded electrodes. In the pressure regime of interest, the

ion-neutral mean free path X* is short compared to sa and sb. For example, in an argon discharge

%i ~ (200/O"1 cm; for s ~ 1 cm, we obtain X,- < s for p > 5 mTorr. It follows that the assumption

ofChild law scaling17 for the ion current density, J <* V3*/*2, is usually not valid. Cobine18 gives

the scaling / «* V2/s3 for constant ion mobility (constant ion mean free time T|. However, the colli

sional ion process that dominates the ion transport is charge transfer of the ion with the parent neutral

gas. This resonant process has a cross section, and therefore a mean free path, that is roughly a con

stant, independent of the ion drift velocity u. Because u varies within the sheath, xt =V" is not a

constant

A thermal plasma or "glow" region between the sheaths having a thickness d > s serves to

maintain the discharge by means of thebalance between ion generation there and loss to the electrodes.

For low pressures, the electron temperature T€ in the glow is uniform, and the volume ionization rate is

Vfc/i, where vu is the ionization frequency and n is the electron density. Secondary electrons and local

ionization near the sheaths can also contribute to the ionization. Ions are lost by ambipolar diffusion to

the two electrodes. Fora constant A*, the diffusion coefficient is not a constant, but is inversely propor-
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tional to a, which varies within the glow. These processes of ionization and diffusion determine the

plasma density profile and, in particular, the densities at the two sheath edges near the powered and

grounded electrodes, which are not equal as is so often assumed. In turn, these densities determine the

sheath properties and thus the sheath voltages Va and Vb. Godyak and collaborators19 have developed

and solved the ion transport equations in the glow for a symmetric discharge (equal areas for the

powered and grounded electrodes) for these processes.

In this work we develop a simple spherical shell model to determine the sheath scaling law and

the density profile in the thermal plasma in an asymmetric discharge. We consider the short mean free

path regime \ < s,d and first treat the case of thermal electron ionization in the glow. After finding

the scaling law for the ratio of the densities at the sheath edges in terms of the ratio of the electrode

areas, we determine the ratio of the self-bias voltages at the electrodes. We then consider the additional

effects of secondary electron ionization in the glow and local ionization near the sheaths. Savas2*"21

has developed a numerical model of an asymmetric discharge using spherical shell electrodes. We

compare our results to these numerical code results, which include some effects not present in the sim

ple model

H. TRANSPORT MODEL IN THE GLOW

We introduce the spherical shell model shown in Fig. 1. The powered electrode is the inner

sphere a having radius ra, and the grounded electrode is the outer sphere b having radius rb. The

electrode separation /, plasma thickness d, and sheath thicknesses sa and sb are defined in the figure.

The discharge is driven by an r.f. current source through a blocking capacitor CB having negligible

impedance at the r.f. driving frequency. Since the system is spherically symmetric, the model is purely

one-dimensional (along r). The freedom to choose not only the plasma length d = ra-rb but also the

powered-to-grounded electrode area ratio p2 = r}lr} < 1 allows us to model an asymmetric discharge.

The assumptions for the transport model are:

(1) The ion temperature Tt <: Te and the ion thermal velocity uri <: u, the ion drift velocity due to

the ambipolar electric field within the glow.



(2) The dominant ion collisional process is charge exchange of the ion with the parent neutral gas

atom. The cross section ct, and, consequendy, the mean free path A* = (notf,)"1 for this process

is a constant, independent of ion energy.

Since the transport process is assumed to be ambipolar diffusion, the ion and electron particle

fluxes in the glow are given by

I\ ^^(-nE-r^), (2)

where |it- and \Le are the ion and electron mobilities, n(r) is the plasma density, and E is the ambipolar

electric field. Since the transport is ambipolar, I\ = Te = T. Because 7} <:Tt and m- <n«, we obtain

from (1) that

r = mi = \LinE (3)

and from (2) that

4L=-nE/Tt, (4)
dr

where

I1*' = wf ,—*• • @)

The factor of 2/jt in (5) accounts for the time averaging of the ion velocity over the distribution of

mean free paths to obtain the mean velocity u. The inverse dependence of m on Iu I arises because

by assumption (2) uTt < l« I; if this ordering is reversed, than lu I in (5) should be replaced by uTl.

This is indeed the case near the radius r within the glow where u passes through zero. We assume that

the region over which ur, > I" I is small compared to d. Using (3) and (5), we obtain

£=JJM lB|. (6)
2e\i



m. THERMAL ELECTRON IONIZATION

We assume that the electron temperature Te within the glow is uniform and constant, such that

the ionization frequency v^ is a function of Tt and the neutral gas density n0 alone. This assumption

typically is valid for pressures below 100 mTorr. The particle conservation law within the glow can be

written

V'r =~(^) = v«» • (7)
r2 dr

Expanding the derivative in (7) and substituting for dnldr using (4) and E using (6), we obtain

where

du 2 i i . 2m
—— airltt I + —
dr r

-au2\u\+— =Vfr , (8)

Equation (8) is a first order nonlinear differential equation to determine the ambipolar drift velocity u.

We choose the usual boundary conditions at the plasma sheath edges that u(ra) = -uB and that

u(rb) = uB, where uB = (eTe/M)v2 is the Bohm (ion sound) velocity.

The density profile corresponding to a given solution u(r) of (8) is obtained by substituting (6)

into (4), yielding the equation

IT'"8 (10)

which is integrated to determine n.

We introduce normalized variables U = utuB, R = r/(2V?t), and N - n/n(ra). Then (8) and

(10) can be written as

•^=-AfOIPI. (12)

where



e=^v* . (13)
n uB

The boundary conditions are thatU = -1 atR = Ra, U = +1 at R = Rb, and thatN = 1 atR =Ra.

The procedure for integrating (11) and (12) is as follows: We choose U = -1 andN = 1 at some

value of Ra and integrate both equations until we reach the value U = 1. At this point we have

obtained Rb as well as the dependence ofNonR. We use a Runge-Kutta integration scheme.

The results of the integration are as follows: We find that the difference D =Rb-Ra is practi

cally independent of Rat and is a function of e alone. These results are shown in Fig. 2. A good fit to

the data over the range .01<e<0.3 and .05<|32<0.9 is D =2.05 e"*702. Unnormalizing this expression

for D and solving for v&, we obtain

vixd=23uB(\itd)A2. <14)

For aspecified value ofpd, (14) determines the electron temperature Tg ofthe glow. Godyak19 gives

an approximate expression

Vfrd=2V2ttB(Vd)1/2 <15>

for the symmetric case, which is close to that given by (14). Godyak's dependence is shown in Fig. 2

as the dashed line.

The density N rises from Na = 1 atRa toN^ as R increases, and then falls to Nb ztRb. Fig

ure 3 shows the dependence ofthe various density ratios n^Jria, n^Jrib and nblna on JT1 =rblra and

8.

Godyak19 has obtained the expression

nb e

1/3

(16)

for the symmetric case P = 1. We find that a good fit to the data of Fig. 3 is

E

and

1/3

(17)
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Umax —

fib

1

ep*4

Consequendy, we obtain

n*_ =
na £ ;

+ 1

1/3

1/3

3/4
ep

(18)

-1/3

+ 1 (19)

For the usual case ep3'4<l, we obtain the simple expression for the ratio of densities at the grounded

and powered electrodes:

"17/24

n*> j. Q7/12 = (20)

which is independent of e.

Savas20"21 has developed a code to determine the ion transport in the glow, including the effects

of ion inertia and finite ion temperature. His results21, which are shown in Fig. 3, are in good agree

ment with the model results obtained here.

IV. SHEATH MODEL

The sheath properties play a critical role in determining the self-bias voltage at the powered elec

trode. Since generally s <: ra, we can use rectangular geometry to obtain the sheath scaling law, let

ting x = 0 at the plasma-sheath edge and x = s at the electrode. The usual assumption is collisionless

ion flow within the sheath, which leads to Child's law17

1/2

S'

r 4 2*

M

yV2

,2
(21)

where J = ensiiB is the ion current density, with ns the ion density at the plasma-sheath edge. Equa

tion (21) does not include the self-consistent effect of the time-average electron space charge within the

sheadi. Lieberman22 includes this effect to obtain (21) with 4/9 replaced by 200/243. However, we

have noted that (21) is valid only at very low pressures.

Cobine18 assumes collisional ion flow with a constant ion mobility Ji, (constant ion mean free

time) within the sheath, obtaining



r 9 V2
8 s*

(22)

However, (22) is valid only at very high pressures (low drift velocities), such that u < uTi.

In the intermediate pressure regime of interest, for which \ ~ const, the appropriate sheath law is

found as follows: We let

u =\LiE

in the sheath, where ]ii is given by (5). Since the ion flux is conserved in the sheath,

nu = nsuB .

Letting E = -dQfdx, where <£> is the potential in the sheath, we obtain using (5) and(23) that

2eh d<&
2

U" =
TcAf dx

Poisson's equation in the sheath is

d2*
dx2

en

Differentiating (25) and using (24) and (26), we obtain

dpi2) _ 2**A-
dX2 TCkpU

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

where XD = (ZQTelens)ia is the Debye length at the plasma-sheath edge. Integrating (27) and using the

condition that u = uB at x = 0, we obtain

1/3

u =UB 1 +
3 *<*
* Xl

Inserting (28) into (25) and integrating, we obtain

10
T, 1 +

3 hx
5/3

-1

(28)

(29)

where we have chosen <& =0 at x =0. Letting <D =-V at x = j and assuming that X,-j > Xj>, we

obtain



1

Xp

1000
1/2 • *

V

243re

3/2 X;1/2

Substituting for XD in terms of n, and Te and using «, =JleuB, we obtain the sheath law

/ =
500

243tc

1/2

CO
2£
M

Va V^X;172
l5/2~~

(30)

(3D

If we include the effect of the self-consistent electron space charge within the sheath23, then we obtain

(31) with (500/243jc)1/2 replaced by 2.10. Equation (31) is a reasonable choice for the sheath scaling

law in the pressureregime of interest for materialsprocessingdischarges.

V. ELECTRODE BIAS VOLTAGE

The scaling of the electrode bias voltages with discharge asymmetry is determined by the con

tinuity of r.f. current within the discharge, by the d.c. J-V-s scaling law of each sheath, and by the

magnitude of the Ac. ion currents flowing from the plasma across each sheath. We assume that the

sheaths are capacitive and that the r.f. voltage amplitude Vrf across each sheath is equal to the d.c.

glow-to-electrode voltage V across the sheath. The latter assumption holds provided Vrf »r<. and

(DXOpi, where a>p- is the ion plasma frequency within the sheath.

Since the sheath capacitance is proportional to the ratio of sheath area to sheath thickness, con

tinuity of r.f. current requires

VaAJsa = VbAblsb (32)

We assume that (31) is the scaling law for each sheath. Using Ja = enauB and Jb = enbuB in (31)

yields the scaling

nas.
5/2 5/2

*bSb"
•3/2 VI

Vg

Using (32) in (33) to eliminate s, we obtain

5/2

nb

XL iL
ya j \Aa

(33)

(34)

For collisional diffusion with constant X,- in the glow, we use (20) in (34) to eliminate njnb. Recalling



that p = (Aa/Ab)lf2, we obtain the scaling law for the ratio of the bias voltages at the powered and

grounded electrodes

Va_
Vb

(35)

where the area ratio scaling exponent is q = 53/24 = 2.21. For a homogeneous density in the glow

such that njnb = 1, we obtain q = 5/2.

If Child's law (21) for the sheaths is used in place of (31), then we obtain q = 41/12= 3.42 for

collisional diffusion and q = 4 for a homogeneous density in the glow. If Cobine's sheath law (22) is

used, then q = 65/24 = 2.71 for collisional diffusion and q = 3 for a homogeneous density. These

values of the area ratio scaling exponent q are summarized in Table 1. We see that the main factor

influencing the scaling exponent is the sheath scaling law, although the ion transport process has a small

but significant effect The scaling exponent is significantly reduced, from q =4 to q =2.21, when ion

collisions in the sheath and plasmaare properly accounted for.

VI. EFFECT OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS

We consider the effect of secondary electron ionization in the regime for which the secondary

electron mean free path Xw »/ and the collision time x„ > xa, where xd =to"1 is the lifetime of

secondary electrons due to losses at the electrodes24"25. At high frequencies (e.g., / > 13.56 MHz),

secondary electron ionization is not as important as ionization due to thermal electrons in the glow;

however, as the frequency is reduced it increases in importance. We can understand the effect of this

ionization process on the area scaling exponent q by considering that it is the dominant process. Since

secondary electrons enter the discharge with high energies (~ V«, Vb) and are lost before collisionally

scattering, the ionization rate is modeled as Air2, where A is a constant independent of the radial coor

dinate r. The particle conservation law within the plasmais

~{r2nu) =4 . <36>
r4 dr r

which can be integrated to obtain
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nu =A(r-ro)/r2, (37)

where the integration constant r0 specifies the radius at which the flux nu vanishes. Substituting (6)

into (4) and multiplying by n, we obtain

1 dn2
2 dr

= ±a(nu)2, (38)

where the upper Gower) sign applies for u greater (less) than zero. Substituting (37) into (38) and

integrating, we obtain

13»2 „2
n —«™

= ±
ctAd

2 " 3r0

where we have chosen n = nra» at r = r0.

We specify the boundary condition that u = uB air = rbf which yields

nbuB -A(rb-r^/rb2.

Similarly, for u = -uB and n = na at r = ra, we obtain

-na% =A(ra-r^/r2.

Eliminating r0 from (40) and (41), we obtain

nara +nbrb
A =

rb~ra
uB

ro
-1 (39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

Evaluating (39) at ra and at rb and subtracting the resulting two equations, we eliminate nmax to obtain

»6 ~rtq OtA2

2 = 3r0

Inserting (42) into (43) and introducing the normalized variables as in Sec. II, we obtain

Nb2-1 p $>-Nb3
2 " 3P P+tf* '

where D = n(rb -ra)/(2X,). The solution of (44) to first order in \ID is

Nb =[P3 + 3P2(1-P2)/D]1/3.

" f *

Ii-1
3

+ ^-i
lr« J

3"

11-

(43)

(44)

(45)



For D > 1, (45) yields the ratio of densities at the grounded and powered electrodes

1/2

n»

Aa
(46)

Inserting (42) into (39), letting n = na at r = ra, and using (46), we also obtain

— =(l+pD/3)1/2. (47)

These results are in good agreement with the results of Savas' ion transport code 21 for secondary elec

tron ionization in the glow.

Inserting the density scaling (46) into (34), we obtain the area ratio scaling exponentq = 2. For

Child's law sheaths, q = 3, while for Conine's sheath law, q = 2.5. For a homogeneous sheath, q = 1.

These values are shown in Table 1. Comparing these values to those for thermal electron ionization in

the glow, we see that as secondary electron ionization increases in importance, the scaling exponent q

(for a given sheath scaling law) is reduced.

VH. LOCAL IONIZATION NEAR THE SHEATHS

We consider the effect of local ionization near the sheaths due to stochastic heating2,5,22"23 at the

oscillating sheath-plasma boundaries. This heating mechanism is a powerful source of electron energy

deposition in an r.f. discharge22"24. At high pressures, such that s < X, <: d, where X, is the mean

free path for electrons having the ionization energy, there can be enhanced ionization near the sheath-

plasma boundaries. Generally, this requires pressures exceeding 100 mTorr. Alternately, local ioniza

tion near the sheaths might be important at lower pressures if a significant population of metastable

neutral atoms is present. In this case, the cross section for metastable ionization canbe very large, such

that X« «c d at relatively low pressures.

We let 5 be the power per unit area injected into the electrons by stochastic heating and 6C be

the electron energy lost for each electron-ion pair created. For typical r.f. discharge parameters

(Te = 3-5 eV in argon), 8C =40-50 eV. Lieberman has obtained the scaling S <* V for both colli

sionless22 and collisional23 sheaths, independent of the electron density ns at the sheath edge. Assum

ing that local ionization near each sheath dominates the overall ionization, we obtain from electron
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energy conservation the result that

S=ensuBeEc. (48)

Since S « V, we obtain from (48) the scaling

nalnb = VJVb . (49)

Combining (49), (32), and the constant mean free path sheath scaling (33), we obtain the area ratio

scaling exponent q = 5/4. For Child's law sheath scaling, q = 4/3, while for Cobine's sheath law,

q = 3/2. For a homogeneous sheath, q = 1. These values are shown in Table 1. We see that the

effect of local ionization near the sheaths due to stochastic electron heating is to reduce the scaling

exponent q from the value found for thermal ionization.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation Grant ECS-8517363 and Department of

Energy Grant DE-FG03-87ER13727. Helpful discussions with S.E. Savas and AJ. Lichtenberg are
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Sheath physics Child's law Cobine's law Constant Xj law Homogeneous

Glow physics Scaling law / oc vmls2 J oc v2/s3 J oc y3/2/j5/2 J oc vis2

Homogeneous n=const 4.0 3.0 2.5 2.0

Thermal electron n ~ A"7/24 3.42 2.71 2.21 1.71

Secondary electron n oc A~V2 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5

Local ionization n ocv 1.33 1.5 1.25 1.0

Table 1. Scaling exponent q for the dependence of the powered-to-grounded voltage ratio VaIVb on the

arearatio AbIAa, where q is defined by VJVb = (Ab/Aa)q.
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SHEATH a

SHEATH b

Fig. 1. Spherical shell model of an asymmetric r.f. discharge.
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result, and the dashed line gives the approximate result of Godyak (see reference 19).
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